The problem of explicitly constructing classfields (Hubert's Twelfth problem) is largely unresolved, except when a classfield is absolutely abelian or abelian over an imaginary quadratic number field. Here an explicit construction of certain split extensions of number fields is given, which maintains control over the primes which ramify. This naturally leads to the construction of cyclic classifields over a given number field. An algorithm is provided to obtain the minimal polynomials for the generating elements of the extension constructed. The methods employed here rely heavily on classfield theory and the properties of Lagrange resolvents and group determinants.
Introduction.
The principal goal of this research is to obtain an explicit construction of certain split algebraic extension fields over a given number field F . The characterization of such fields is given for dihedral extensions of degree 6, 8 and 12 over Q in a previous work [6] . Those constructions rely on the arithmetic of quadratic fields and explicit formulas such as Cardano's. The constructions given here rely on classfield theory and the properties of Lagrange resolvents. There is a natural extension of the construction for similar extensions over function fields which will be treated in a subsequent paper.
To be more precise about the extensions we seek to construct, let Z n denote the ring of residues modulo n , for some integer n > 1, with unit group Z*. Consider a polynomial p(x) = x n + a\X n~λ H ha^ , irreducible over F, with Galois group G of the form V T, where T is cyclic of order n with T < G and V is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z* (that is, G is a semi-direct product of Γ by F). Let K be the splitting field of p(x) so G{K/F) = G, and let k and R be the subfields fixed by T and V respectively. We wish to give an explicit general construction for the extension K/F (or K/k) in terms of the arithmetic of k(ζ), where ζ = exp(2π//rc). Since K = k R, the problem of determining K primarily is one of finding explicit generators for the field R (or a conjugate field). Of course, R is generated by some root of p(x), but actually finding roots of p (x) in terms of radicals is generally quite tedious. The strategy here is to replace p(x) by a collection of irreducible polynomials of prime power degrees, each of whose roots are explicitly found in terms of radicals. The collection is so chosen that R is generated by a certain choice of roots, one from each polynomial in the collection.
To carry out this approach, first note that the multiplication in G is explicitly given in terms of a generator σ of T via (1) τστ~ι = σ e W (τeV), for some homomorphism 0: V -* Z*. (The map 0 is independent of the choice of generator σ, and in fact, a monomorphism since K is the splitting field of R.) Write n = n\n2-n t as a product of distinct prime powers, and let π, denote the natural projection of Z* onto Z* (1 < i < t). Set θi = %i o θ with (2) ker0, = {TG V\θ(τ) = 1 (mod m)} (1 < i < t).
and put T t = (σ n ή for 1 < i < t. The subgroups (ker0/) Γ/ (1 < / < t) are easily seen to be normal in G. Let J£, , i?/ and fc, be the subfieldsof A: fixed by (ker0|)7/, K 7/ and (ker0/)Γ respectively (1 < z < t). Then one has the following correspondence from Galois theory
(3)
where V t = F/(ker0;) and G, = V t T/(Ti) (1 < / < t). Since Πker0/ = 1, and Π^ = 1, we find that K = and A: = Π^/ I n particular, deg(i?//JF) = /i/ and deg(/c / /i 7 ) = [F: ker 0 Z ]. We have shown PROPOSITION 1. To construct the splitting field K, it suffices to find generating elements α, for the fields JR/ and y/ ./or /Λ^ abelian extensions ki over F.
We note that the subfields fc/ can be exhibited explicitly from the arithmetic of k in a straightforward manner using Galois theory (for instance, by taking appropriate norms or traces). Thus the above result reduces the construction of R to that of finding explicit generators for each of the subfields i?/ of prime power degree over F. Our strategy to construct such a given subfield is to exhibit a particular generator, which is explicitly given in terms of radicals over a suitable resolvent field, together with its minimal polynomial of prime power degree. A general algorithm for this construction is given in §3 with explicit examples appearing later in §4.
2. Characterization of the resolvent field. Recall the situation just described with n = n\---n t as a product of distinct prime powers. The extension K is the splitting field of some irreducible polynomial of degree n over F whose Galois group G = V T is a semi-direct product of a cyclic group T of order n by a group V isomorphic to a subgroup of Z*. The subfields k and R are those fixed by T and V respectively in the Galois correspondence. The mapping θ: V -• Z* in (1) can be determined from classfield theory, without explicitly determining K, using only arithmetic in the abelian extension k/F. Indeed, K/k is classfield to a certain ideal group J defined for a suitable ^-modulus Jf. So if I is the group of fractional λ -ideals prime to Jΐ, the quotient I/J = G(K/k) = T through Artin reciprocity. We shall indicate the Artin map of K/k by (4) [σ] -> σ for σ in T,
where [σ] represents the coset of I/J which maps to σ in Γ. Since
from properties of the Artin map. To actually determine θ one needs only to find a prime ideal /ι in the coset [σ] , then compute the coset to which τ(/z) belongs for each τ in V. For a given generator a for R/F of zero trace and fixed generator σ of T, form the Lagrange resolvents
where ζ = ζ n = exρ(2π//n), so that for 0 < λ < n,
σ λ (a μ ) = a μ+λ (μ e Z n ).
The elements a μ is (6) are the distinct zeros of an irreducible polynomial
of degree n , with a\ -0, whose splitting field is K. By replacing a by a suitable conjugate, we may assume that a>\ Φ 0. It is known that the elements β v = ω* (y e Z n ) lie in k(ζ). (This follows readily from the proof of Lemma 1 below.) The β v actually lie in some subfield k! called the resolvent field for p(x) over F, which can be described in terms of Galois theory in the following manner.
Label each element φ of G(k(ζ)/F) by φ = φ TiS , where τ is the unique map in V which coincides with φ on k, and 5 in Z* is determined by the action φ(ζ) = ζ s . The resolvent field k ι is that which is fixed by the subgroup W = {φ τ , s \s = θ(τ) mod n}. Since 0ii is the only map in W that fixes k, one finds that &'(£) = /c(ζ) = k'k. That A:' contains the β v (0 < v < ή) is immediate from the next lemma. LEMMA 
For each φ = φ τ , s in G{k{ζ)/F) and integer v, φ τ^s {βv)
Proof. Let φ be any extension of φ to K(ζ), say with φ\ κ = τσî n G for some integer t, 0 < ί < n . First note that from (1) and (7) The resolvent field k f has a convenient characterization in terms of class field theory. Suppose k/F has conductor / and put m--LCM(«<9/r, /), where Op is the ring of integers of F. Let ^ denote the group of fractional F-ideals prime to ^ and J/ be the subgroup of Ή which corresponds to the classfield k over i 7 . The Artin map of k/F induces an isomorphism of W/sf with V, which we shall indicate by (9) [τ]-+τ. Proof. Since E μ = k(ζ), it suffices to show that each map in W fixes E μ . But, for any φ = φ τ < ^^ in W and 0 < μ < n,
In particular, we have Alternatively, we could use Proposition 1, choosing λ = Λ, to find that
Hence k' = β(v 10 + 3>/Ϊ0). Set ^° = (ωL 0 ) 11 ! for ι/ G Z , and
for 1 < / < ί. Using an argument analogous to that in the proof of Lemma 1, one finds the βft are fixed by each φ ΊiS in W t and thus lie in k\ (1 < / < t)). The minimal polynomial Pi{x) over F for αW has splitting field K t and resolvent field k\ over F. Since W -[\Wi, the resolvent field A: ; is the compositum Π/=i^/ I n addition, a = Π α^^ is a generator for jR/i 7 of zero trace. In the next section we take up the construction of the fields i?/, determining suitable generators αW and computing their minimal polynomial Pi(x) over F.
Construction of K = k R when [R : F] is a prime power.
Here we retain the notation and setup of the previous sections, but with n = l u a prime power. In this section we shall describe how to construct arbitrary extensions K = k -R with Kn Q(ζ) = Q and Galois group G satisfying (1) . (The methods can be adapted to construct such extensions K where K n Q(ζ) φ Q, but require more delicate treatment.) Under the assumption K n Q(ζ) = Q, one recalls that G(k(ζ)/F) = {φ τ jτ e F, s e Z*}, so that the values Σ^z; C μi/( 0 < // < ή) are readily seen to all lie in k. In addition, we have
in (5). We may further assume that ω v -0 for {y, n) > 1 by replacing a with α -j(αo + α^-i H h α (/ _ 1)r i) if necessary in (5), since (6) and (15). We shall henceforth assume that this normalization has been made. Finally we note that if φ is any extension of φ TiS to K(ζ) which fixes R, then φ(ω v ) = <o VS Q( τ -i\ from the proof of Lemma 1. Thus we find that n We now describe how to construct arbitrary extensions K -k R as above with KΓ)Q(ζ) = Q and Galois group G satisfying (1) . Explicit examples will be constructed later in §4.
First choose an irreducible polynomial q{x) of degree φ(n) over F with Galois group isomorphic to H = Z* and splitting field k f . Consider an explicit isomorphism The values α^ in (23) are distinct and comprise a complete set of conjugates over F. In particular a = αo generates an extension i? over F of degree rc with Lagrange resolvents (5) Since no σ\ κ φ 1 fixes i?, we find that K = fc i? and K = G(k/F). It follows that G is a semi-direct product of Γ by V, so that the relation
defines a homomorphism θ: V -» Z* as in (1) . The map 0 is injective since K is the splitting field for R thus V is isomorphic to some subgroup of Z*.
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to specify the range of θ. Recall from (11) how 3S is constructed from certain cosets [φ] in f. It follows from (10) that for a given tin F, the set [τ] Γ\3 § coincides with exactly one of the cosets [<^τ,.s] (s EH); namely, that for which s = 0(τ).
To aid in the computation of k, we introduce the following corollary. COROLLARY + -" + a n for a = αo in (6), we introduce a counting function
(30)
for non-negative integers X\, ... , x t . The primed sum is taken over all ^-tuples (u\ 9 ... , u t ) with integral components M, (1 < / < t) pairwise mutually distinct and in the range [0, ή). The counting function (30) has the following iterative property. PROPOSITION 4. (31) 0 ifxi ψ 0 (mod ή). Proof. Formula (31) is obvious. To verify (32) when ^ = 0 (mod n) 9 we first note that there are n -t + 1 choices for the value u t in any tuple (u\, U2, ... , u t ) in the primed sum, once the first t-1 components have been selected. Since £*i w i + -+ V-Λ-i = ^M^ +^M, j n this case, evidently N(x\ 9 ... 9 we find that (32) holds when x t ψ 0 (mod /i). We shall omit the proof of the corollary since both (i) and (ii) follow easily from (31) and (32) by using induction on t.
For t > 1,
We are ready to determine the coefficient of p(x). The author has shown that condition (42) can be achieved if and only if n = l u is odd; moreover, that den B -n can be obtained at least for n = 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11, but not for n = 13. The proofs of these results involve long, tedious computations with group determinants and will appear elsewhere. (We note that the matrices A in (37), (39) and (40) are so chosen that den B = n holds.)
THEOREM 2. The coefficient a m (2<m<n) for the term x n~m is a sum of all terms of the form
Before concluding this section, some remarks on constructing extensions with prescribed ramification, e.g., classfields, are in order. For this purpose we require some results from local classfield theory. Let L be any finite abelian extension of a number field M. Fix a prime ideal / of M, and choose a prime 3S lying above ^ in L. Let L^ and M A be the local extensions at 38 and /* respectively, and denote the corresponding unit groups by \Jg$ and U Λ . It is known [1, 10, 11] from local classfield theory that the Galois group
G(L^/M Λ ) is isomorphic to M^/N L^/M (L^), where N L^jM
is the local norm map from L^ to M Λ . In addition, the inertia group
The construction detailed at the beginning of this section yields a generator a for a cyclic extension K over k of degree n which is normal over F and linearly disjoint from Q(ζ). Any nth root β]J n generates K(ζ) over k(ζ). The idea here is to relate the ramification in K/k to that in the Kummer extension K(ζ)/k(ζ) where it is easy to determine. For convenience we state the relevant result of Kummer [10] . PROPOSITION It is clear from the above proposition that the problem to construct K/k with specific ramification at /z is more one of finding β v in (20) (actually the ε r in (17)) so that k(ζ, βl ln )/k{ζ) has the same ramification at /ί by virtue of Kummer's criteria. Specifying the ramification at /ι> in the exceptional case p -I and n = l u for u > 1, requires more careful selection of β. We shall apply these ideas to construct some specific classfields among the examples given in the next section.
(Kummer's criteria). Let L = M(β ι l n ) for some number field M which contains ζ. Suppose /ι is a prime ideal of M, say with uniformizing parameter π in M Λ
4. Some examples. Several examples are given now to exhibit the construction detailed in the previous section. for some integer δ G Q{V2) with α G Z}.
The classfield corresponding to J^ is seen to be ^(^s+C^+C^+C^1) ? which is actually abelian over Q. Hasse [9] for the Hubert classfield of Q(\/^47).) EXAMPLE 6 . Here we wish to use the construction to find a generator a and its minimal polynomial for the unique cyclic field K, which is totally ramified at 11, unramified elsewhere, and of degree 5 over Q. 2 -x -1/11 from (29). The zeros of p{x) can be expressed solely in terms of real numbers. It is easy to check that the zeros are just the conjugates of (£n + Cfj 1 -l)/(2 -ζ\\ -ζ^).
To illustrate the construction of classfields for which F φQ, consider the extension k = Q{\fϊ) of F = Q(y/2). One finds that k has narrow class number one (so does F),that {l+\/2, 1-v^2} is a fundamental system for the units of k and that {1, \fl 9 y/2, \/8} is an integral basis. The totally positive units of k are generated by l+λ/2 and (1+v^) 2 . In addition, k/F is seen to correspond through classfield theory to the congruence group -1 ± 6\/2, ±1 + 9Λ/2, ±1 + Λ/2, ±3 -5\/2,-3 -10\/2, db 7 + 5\/2, 7 -1(V2, ±9 + Λ/2, -9 ± 4\/2, ±9 4-9\/2, -9 ± 6Λ/2, ±11 -Λ/2, ±11 + 4y/l, -11 + 6\ίl, 
